325 MHz and near transform-limited pulse output directly from an Er:fiber ring laser
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A compact Er:fiber ring laser operated at a fundamental repetition rate of 325 MHz is reported. Two gain fibers with opposite dispersion are employed to shorten the fiber laser cavity for high repetition rate and soliton-like pulse generation without losing gain and compactness. The spectral bandwidth of the output pulse is 24 nm and the direct pulse duration is 123 fs without extra-cavity compression, which are values near the transform-limited range.
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Compact femtosecond fiber lasers with high repetition rates have numerous applications in areas such as high-speed optical sampling, optical frequency metrology, and frequency comb generation[1–6]. A larger frequency spacing than the resolution of a wavelength meter is required for the application of frequency comb metrology to determine the major wave numbers[7].

Fiber lasers with GHz-level[8,9] frequency spacing have been achieved in linear cavity fiber lasers through a fiber-tailed wavelength division multiplexer (WDM) placed outside the cavity. However, the saturable absorber (SA) pulse-shaping mechanism limits the spectral bandwidth and leads to a broader pulse. Nonlinear polarization evolution (NPE)[10] relies on a rapid saturation absorption mechanism and takes advantage of very short pulse generation. Unfortunately, NPE is only applicable to ring lasers[11], which limits the achievable frequency spacing.

Er:fiber ring lasers with repetition rate up to 300 MHz have been developed by several studies. For instance, a group of researchers from Massachusetts Institute of Technology reported a 301-MHz Er:fiber ring cavity laser pumped by spatially coupled 1.2 W[12]. Peng et al.[13] presented similar results. A Chinese group of researchers created a 325-MHz all-fiber ring cavity Er:fiber laser using a 5.7-cm-long high-gain Er3+/Yb3+ co-doped phosphate glass fiber and a 55-cm-long anomalous dispersion single-mode fiber[14]. However, this kind of laser has an unsolved problem of splicing with single-mode fiber, and such a high normal dispersion causes dispersion compensation in the gain fiber. Furthermore, although they claimed a 105-fs output, they did not present solid evidence.

We have developed Yb:fiber lasers with high repetition rates up to 750 MHz with our innovative WDM collimator[15–17]. However, three obstacles limit the development of Er:fiber lasers with high repetition rate: low gain of the Er:fiber, dispersion compensation, and development of a compact WDM collimator for this wavelength. The low-gain fiber means that the fiber cannot be cut into a size as short as 10 cm, unlike the case in Yb:fiber laser. The relatively high-doped Er:fiber (e.g., Er110-4/125) is a normal dispersion fiber in the 1550-nm wavelength. Mode locking is difficult to initiate in all normal-dispersion fiber lasers[18].

In this letter, we report a 325-MHz repetition rate, compact, and NPE mode-locked Er:fiber ring laser with two dispersion-inversed gain fibers that produce near transform-limited output pulse.

The schematic of the cavity is illustrated in Fig. 1. The free-space region includes a pair of innovative WDM collimators, a quarter wave plate, a 2-mm-thick pill-sized Faraday isolator (ISO), a polarization beam splitter (PBS), and a composite rotation stage that comprises

Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic of the Er:fiber laser. λ/4: quarter-wave plate; λ/2: half-wave plate. (b) Photo of the Er:fiber laser.
two wave plates on each side. The free-space region of the cavity is only 37 mm.

We selected two kinds of gain fibers, namely, Er110-4/125 and Er80-8/125, which exhibit absorptions of 110 and 80 dB/m and dispersions of +12 and –25.5 fs$^2$/mm, respectively, to obtain sufficient gain without excessive fiber length for dispersion compensation. The two fibers can partially compensate dispersions without losing too much gain, in contrast to a previous study [12] in which gain dispersion is anomalous and compensated by a pair of silicon plates.

We used a specially designed 980/1550 WDM collimator for pump power deposition. The WDM has a higher loss (3 dB) than our previous 980/1030 collimator for Yb:fiber lasers because of the large difference between the two wavelengths. The collimator size is 10 mm with a 10-cm-long pigtail. The WDM collimators were made in pairs to match each other in mode field and to ensure coupling efficiency.

The fiber section consists of 120-mm-long single-mode fiber tails for each WDM collimator. Each fiber is 170-mm long. The net cavity dispersion is 5 290 fs$^2$ at the central wavelength of 1 550 nm.

The laser is pumped by two 975-nm laser diodes that are combined to offer a pump power of up to 900 mW. The output continuous wave (CW) power is 93 mW at the maximum pump power of 900 mW, indicating an overall efficiency of 10.3%. The dependence of the output power from the PBS on the pump power is shown in Fig. 2. The mode-locking threshold is 865 mW. Mode locking can be easily initialized with the standard NPE above this threshold. When mode-locked, the laser average output power is 70 mW. Mode locking is very stable and self-starting; it can be sustained for more than one month even if exposed to open air.

As shown in Fig. 3(a), the fundamental repetition rate of mode locking is 325 MHz, as recorded by a radio frequency (RF) spectrum analyzer. As shown in Fig. 3(b), the RF spectrum shows a signal to noise ratio (SNR) of 50 dB.

Figures 4(a) and (b) show that the measured optical spectrum full width at half maximum (FWHM) is 24 nm in logarithm and linear scales, indicating that the mode locking is soliton-like. The measured fringe-resolved autocorrelation trace of the direct output pulse is shown in Fig. 5(a). Superimposed is the calculated autocorrelation trace from the spectrum. The two factors agree very well in most parts.

We performed frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG) measurement to determine the pulse width. As shown in Fig. 5(b), the measured FROG trace indicates that the pulse width is 123 fs, which is 1.36 fold of the transform-limited pulse duration of 90 fs. We attempted to optimize the composition of the gain fiber or
the intra-cavity dispersion. However, changing the composition of the two fibers or the intra-cavity dispersion only results in difficulty in mode lock initialization.

We performed a simulation\cite{19} to further investigate the output pulse performance in the fiber laser with two section gain fibers. Figure 6 shows the intra-cavity pulse evolution. The output pulse is almost the shortest in the cavity at the position of the pulse output port (after SA), which explains the near transform-limited output pulse without extra-cavity compression.

In conclusion, we demonstrate a femtosecon mode-locked Er:fiber ring laser operated at a fundamental repetition rate of up to 325 MHz. The innovative 980/1550 WDM collimator ensures that the laser is compact and stable. The two kinds of gain fibers with opposite dispersions allow partial compensation of the intra-cavity dispersion without losing gain. The optical spectrum FWHM is 24 nm and the direct output pulse duration is 123 fs without extra-cavity compression. The output power at the pump power of 900 mW is 70 mW, corresponding to the pulse energy of 0.22 nJ. Mode locking is self-starting and stable over a long period, and is benefited by the compact WDM collimator and the short fiber cavity. Further optimization of the cavity dispersion will depend on the available pump power.
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